SPECIAL COUNCIL WORK MINUTES

MAY I l.

2022

The City Council held a special budget meeting on Wednesday, May I l, 2022, at I :00 p.m.
in the City Council Chambers, l0 No(h Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Garth O. Green; Councilmembers: Terri Hartley; Craig
Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips; Ronald Riddle.
STAFF PRESENT: Ci ty Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance
Director Jason n*orris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis; Economic Development Director
Danny Stewart; Events Director Brooke Twitchell; Economic Development Assistant Megan
Anderson; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; Water Superintendent Robbie Mitchell;
Wastewater Superintendent Eric Bonzo; Street Superintendent Jeff Hunter.
OTHERS PRESENT: Alysha Lundgren.

FINANCE: Jason Norris , Finance Director - a brief financial update. Last week we talked
about the subsidy from general fund to enterprise fund, we don't subsidize the enterprise
funds, they operate independently. Phillips - by choice or legality? Jason - by choice.
Melling - it can't go the other way around. Jason - the State found that other entities raised
enterprise fund fees and transferred it to general funds, and they did not like that. We charge
administration fees to the enterprise funds, that pay for Tyler, Paul, me and other staff so a
fee is charged to each enterprise fund. They can borrow money from each other, we have
done that in the past, but that is what enterprise funds can have with the general fund. The
financial position is hard to show, I have a spread sheet showing funds and obligations,
showing payables and net it against the prior year's cash. Roads don't have a value and we
will never sell them. The general fund itself the rainy day fund has about $5 million if rve
paid out all of our commitments. The capital improvement fund, including what is proposed
for FY 23 we would have $9 million cash. We are adding a few things that will be discussed
later. The tentative budget is a draft we can add or take away from. Hartley - the $9 million
is after the tentative budget? Jason - yes, we are proposing $2.5-$3 million this year. The $9
million is not worth what it was a few years ago because of inflation. Water fund has water
acquisition fees and impact fees, we have $5 million unrestricted, collection $2 million, plant
$5 million, storm drain is very tight, about $385,000. We have a suggestion from Sunrise that
is $15 million ofprojects. Paul another million proposed in the budget that were rejected.
Plus, another million for Greens Lake reconstruction. Add into that staffing and operation
and maintenance, we will come with a proposal to change mtes. Melling - that is what I was
wondering about. What is the timeline on how to adjust the rates? Paul - the rates will not be
based on the master plan, just the portions we know about and our operation. Jason - Ryan
and Jeffwill dig into that. The fund isn't insolvent but does not have enough money. We are
working with the ARFA funding and working on storm drain issues. The fund is not at a
level to take care of it. Solid waste has $500,000, but garbage trucks have gone up
significantly, so we are looking at a rate changc. Phillips - does the $5 million rainy-day
fund meet state criteria? Jason - yes, it is a percentage of the budget. Paul - it is between
20%ard25%.
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interest rates?
lot of the interest iate eamings were reduced, is that because of low
it and
year I leave a low interest]l tell you not to worry about it. So, I raise
i"ro"l
""".V
. iiir"- Currently the Fed is pushing rates up, we will see paper losses in long term
rates are much higher
ir"urury *a debt holdings, it won't be actual iosses' A year from norv
fundamental budgeting'
,o oo. ir,"..u *ay be hfuher. We don't use the interest as part of the
iilrip. _ ,", calcllated in the projections? Jason - no, we don't want to make a problern for

phillips

-

a

.r* aJ

ourselves.

you had a-S-year plan' are
there wcre several projects from impact fces, in.the past
we have
p.o;""t. in the budget irt the plan, does ii take anything off schedule? Jason are using
uggr"*iu" on budgeting irnpact f'ees' I usually.lag on-P&R impact fees'- We
projects-built
won't get all the
what we have collected through April, about $ 1.8 million. we
there,.but we have
in the next l2 months. We diithe same in water. We are being aggressive
we will
*ui", i*pu", fee projects that.are not shovel ready, by the-time approved and bid out would
we wout.l likc water impact feci sp6nt. we have a well and tank we

Hartley

ii"tt
tr",

haue

-

th" money.

g"i-I.g. Mayor _ they are in the budget but won't get done so they are moving
for*al Jason I the end is to get the impact fee projects rolling'

iit"1"

Mayor_telluswherethemoneyisheld?Jason_welravelralfofourmoneywiththeState
of short dated treasuries The
Treasure Investment Fund (P'lf), they have a mutual fund
a little further out' we are hoping
other half, Moreton manages how it is invested; wc invest
We have money in two separate
d"peoding on the yield curve we will get a better average'
is what
pta"".. eLt - all our mo,ey is investid with the State Treasure Investment Act that
we follow.
Director - the
ECON ON{IC D EVELO Pl\IIINT: Dann v Stewart. Economic Development
budget, no capital budget' I
budget is straight forward. Wc will address changes in operating
'lwitchell
in Events and Gabrielle in Communications'
have two new staff members, B rooke
to my
with the addition of the community Relations & Public Information officer
andincreases in
a"p".t."nt, we have shuffled our operating budget slightly with adjustrnents
by $9'250 from $ 10'750 to
tt J fotto*lng -"as: Subscriptions & Memberships - increase
organilatt-ol^

$io,ooo. Thi-s included some adjustments for software-subscriptions'

^ ^-

m_emuen}rips,etc.TravelandTraining_increaseby$250from$14,750to$15,000.office
i*p"or". ani suppties - incrcase by $1,000 frorn s4,00o 10 $6,000' Web Site Maintenance
due fo11
(Ci'ui" ptos) - increase by $3'685 frLm $ 12,315 to S 16,000' This year we are
-^
l0 from $9'110 to $2'000'
website refresh with Civic Plus. Graphic Design - decrease by $ I
to $22'000' The
Community Prornotion & Recruitment - increase by $500 from $21'500
year
to make sure
this
total increase is $15,075. We will track everything closely through
these increases, and adjustments are accurate'

on the phone'
Mayor - I do everything on the cell phone and the website is not as friendly
parinv - Civic Plus is seeing that; it is part ofthe redesign' They stay on top ofregulations
year to date is 1ow, are we
ior accessibility. Melling _ on graphic design item, the current
past few years' we were
taking more inirouse? Danny - wJhaven't been doing as much the
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going to drop that, but with Gabbie's position she will use that more. Brooke will also be
using some ofthat. Total increase in operations is S 15,075.

According to a community's interest and ability to develop its Main Street Program,
communities are classified on a tiered framework. Communities are eligible for either
Engaged - Tier l, or Vibrant - Tier 2. Cedar City has qualified as a Tier 2 Community, along
with Brigham City, Helper, Mt. Pleasant, Ogden, Price and Tooele City. This has made us
eligible for a gant of $30,000 that we received earlier this year. Of that $30,000: We have
set aside $21,000 for a Cedar City Downtown Fagade and Tenant Improvement Grant
Program. We have set aside $7,500 for administrative fees to contract a person to help with
the downtown grant and to help procure other grant opportunities. The remaining $ I 500
helped cover a membership to the Main Street USA Organization and expenses to send a
committee member to Virginia next week to attend the Main Street USA conference.
We had a program is 201 1 with $225,000 for grants, we seen buildings transform, at that
time it was a 20oh match with max of $30,000 per grant. Wegot Depot Grill, Centro Pizza,
and a roof on the theatre. The administration money set aside will be contracted out' to
manage the grant and also look for other grants. Phillips - as part of my role I set on Histonc
Downtown Committee, they are very committed and engaged, we do need someone with the
responsibility of overseeing this, we have qualifications that need to be followed. We have
gone back and forth; we found a number we can live with that won't rob the RDA. I think it
is a good use of the funds. Danny - my department hasn't billed RDA for administration.
paul the main funding was fiom Lin's rent, it pays debt and then sets in unrestricted
account, Port 1 5 also. We have used it for street lighting and tree grates. Danny - we also
used it for tree lighting ongoing maintenance. We felt the $50,000 would help other things
happen in the private sector and bring building standards up. Phillips - if approved, would

it come through in the RDA budget? Yes.
Hartley - the cedar city image campaign, what does that entail? Danny - that is part of the
mayor,s discretionary fund. Jason - that changes politically with councils and mayors.
ttrittips - it is under community promotions. Hartley - thanks for the detailed plan and
thanks to Brooke for her event the other day.

EVENTS: Brooke Twitchell, Events Director - this is new to me, everyone has been kind
ura *.rco*irg. I just started when this had to be tumed in initially. Subscriptions and
membership increased by $500 and travel and training by $3,000. The previous person
decreased ii and because of COVID found other areas to use the money. I feel that travel and
training and subscriptions go together. I went to the Utah Parks & Recreation Conference in
n4arch, I oversee the special event permits and because I went to that conference, I learned
what other cities do and how we can improve that, the connections I have made rvith the
gentleman in washington city was helpful, they have had a lot of success. I am leaving
t-o.orro* to r"pres"ni Cedar City and Rotary and get people to come visit us. I increased
advertising. wi added new events, we had the Spring Fiesta and combined with Slow Roll. I
was blown away; it rvas very large. It shows that our community is ready to get out and have
fun, and we need to advertise these things. The vendors sold out of food. we need to let our
community members know what is going on, and there is nothing in southern Utah like this,
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will
it is different. we did the Love where you Live campaign, that will g.ow next yeal. we
havea *riting contest with 4th or 5rh graders. Event sponsorship increased. We want.to hold
the Diamond
a country con;ert the weekend of the Heritage & Livestock Festival. We have
Z Areni andcan use it for other events. Last year they had about 16,000 people attend.

There is concem that they want younger generations involved, so that is where I came up
with a country concen and help spark the interest for younger generations and get them involved to volunteer. The runner series increased by $5,000, that is for the rising cost of
gas, we have to transport runners to woods Ranch and also, we have the moon walk. Travel
and training were increased by $3,000.

Phillips - I am concemed because ofthe city Events Director we are sponsoring, but it takes
other arms of the city such as Parks, Street, etc. Do we need to budget an appropriate amount
ofmoney to pay back the other departments? She does need help from other departments.
Brooke - it is new to me; I am not sure how to get people to help. Paul-anumberofyears
ago Mayor Burgess adopted the TRT, the State of Utah when you adopt this tells the
municipality we can spend like general fund. Cedar City adopted an ordinance that restricts
how to spend the money. The fear was it would be swept in the general fund and disappear'
The council wanted more events, especially in the winter. The ordinance would not allow
this to happen. The ordinance sets a cap on capital amount we can reserve, and we exceed it.
The ordinance needs to be looked at. We could transfer to other departments with this.
Phitlips - we ask them to create events. Paul - Brooke has forged good relationships with
the other depa(ments. Phillips - I warrted to bring it up in case it needs to be budgeted.
Brooke - I have had a lot of cooperation from departments, but it is hard. Everyone is busy.
Phillips - the events will happen on weekends and in the evening. Brooke - I leamed with
this event. Megan and I picked up trash until midnight and pulled barricades back ourselves.
I need to work closely with Danny. Being new I don't know how to ask for that help.
thank you Mayor for the budget, we
are very happy with it. I am taking a diffcrent approach with the power point. Nick cannot
be here; he is speaking at a conferetlce in Salt Lake. We have done a lot of work at the
Airport tately. See Exhibit "A". It is 12,090 enplanements; it is not correct on the exhibit.
Phillips - do we have any say on the Essential Air Service (ESA)? Ryan - they heavily
weigh on our recommendation. It is pretty scary right now, there is a shortage on pilots. One
carrier shut down 30 of their EAS. We are close to the hub; we are heavily reliant on Delta.
Mayor - we still have 3 years left on our EAS: rnany have had service cancelled. Because of
thc situation in their contract, they have to continue. The Utah, Moab, Vemal, St. George
and Cedar City. Many outside Utah have had issues. It is discouraging when our flights
have been changed where you can't make flights in Salt Lake, I have cancelled three flights,
one with 6 people one with 2 people. We drove to Colorado Springs because of the
connections. St. George is in the same situation, and they are struggling as well. I heard
from Nick, we were as low as 700 enplanements 3 months ago, but we are up to 1,000 in
April. If you don't get the 10.000 enplanements you don't get the Million dollars. The
airlines retired several pilots and now they are stealing pilots from the smaller airlines. We
asked for a specific route to get flights to help the traveling public, they did it before and it
really helped, but their hands are tied.

AIRPORT:

R yan Marshall, Public Works Director

-
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We need to do more directional signage, but we have done the ones on the building. Mayor
one of the things that happens with COVID and social distancing, we can only get 50
passengers because we don't have a waiting room large enough to hold more. We dream the
737 takes I 80 passengers, so if you knock a wall out, make it bigger. Ryan - we have an
expansion budget of$600,000 that is not large enough. We asked $ 1.5 million additional, I
think 100% is covered by grant. We should budget it just in case. It is not shown in the
budget. Paul - as soon as we get an award letter, we will open the budget and book the grant.
We have been told we have grant money, but until we get the grant letter you will not see it
in the budget. Phillips - we can come back mid-year? Jason - I will never show it until we
have the award letter. Paul - ifyou put another $1.5 million, they will think they can spend
it. We don't want to pre-spend money.
Ryan - operation stays pretty static, the largest increase is another person, it was proposed.
We appreciate that, it will help maintain the runway and to have coverage when the flights
come in. Phitlips - what about helicopters? Ryan - only commercial services. Phillips - on
the revenue side of this, we try and have it self-sufficient. Paul - it is not an enterprise fund,
but they are run very much like an enterprise fund. Phillips - I would like to formalize the
contmct with the County, it is a regional airport, they are getting off cheap with $25,000 that
we get sometimes. I believe we need to ask for $ 100,000 from the County. Jason - uniquely
right now the FAA is the most funded federal thing there is. The Airport has been eligible
for 2 separate government programs that backfills expenditures lbr the Airpo(. The funding
stays in the Airport, they received both CARES and ARPA funding. We are talking about
repurposing it to do something with the Airport, but operational most has been covcred by
the Federal $ant. Ryan - there are 4 funds, CARES we are reimbursing our operation for
about 4 years. All expenses are 100% reimbursed, that goes into an account for large
projects. CURSA and ARPA are more restrictive, they are geared toward capital projects
and some you have to show it reduces COVID, we are using a lot for the expansion ofthe
terminal. There rvill be some left over. The BEL gmnt, we get entitlement will double and
rve will be $2, million to maintain the asphalt and possibly connect taxiways. I do agree we
need to shore something up with the County for future. We will run out of that money in 3
years. Hartley - Maria Twitchell has brought a lot of money in for advertising, and it has
made a big difference.
the capital is to redo the master plan, there have been a lot ofchanges in 5 years. We
hired the same firm that did the original master plan. Maintenance of tariway Charlie, we
will use entitlement for both ofthose projccts. The lower for$13,000 we have been using
the past few months, it gives a lot of data for the State and the Airport, and it is a huge help
for the master plan to track what type of plane comes in. It is GIS to give us the data on
where the planes are coming from. Phillips - is it a virtual control tower? Ryan - they only
collect data.
Ryan

-

Philips - the approach is full olweeds in the divided highway. Ryan - the strip between the
roads is taken care of by Parks. I know Nick will send his people out also. Phillips - it is the
approach coming in and leaving. I know it is difficult, but we need to look at a long-term fix.
Paul - we had it landscaped with shrubs and we couldn't maintain it, so they pulled them out.
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phillips

-

they take almost
there are a lot ofrocks, the university has that and adds daylilies,

no water.
a lot of
Melling - they have a flip your strip program in northem Utah, and they have
'there
Ryan
is a lot we could do there.
- I will get
information on low or no water planti.
get more
with Ken and Nick. Right now, Parks takes care of the strips. I think we could

weed barrier and rocks out there.

wATER: Ryan - continue with Exhibit "A". our water tanks hold about 2 days of water, so
ffi"to-!!-utiour water, we have two days of reserve. Phillips - who issues the violations,
just the employees? yes. Phillips - is tire Armbrust Fasement part of the park negotiations?
irauyo. _ y"., we have verbal apiroval, but it is part ofthe-park. Paul - it is a $2 million
West loop?
bud.get; we don't want to move on a verbal approval' Phillips - where is the 500
Rob-- 200 - 400 south. We are also looking for other areas of water. Mayor - we added to
out
the Willow Sticks Study to look out beyond the WWTP, they are taking a serious study

the results
there as well for potential well study. We are out probably 3 weeks before we see
of the study. Paul - it will take additional money to explore the areas'

water meters have increas ed by 12%-14%. so that account has increased $ 100,000,
everything else is standard. Phillips - from March request to now there was a huge switch on
proflssional and technical services? Jason - part of that is the master plans'
Ryan

-

drill budget we are waiting on a location. Ryan - the test wells are to use for
Willow Sticks. Rob - we hope more than 5. but rve couldn't get a set price Paul - a
production well, if it is smooth, if we find a home run, that is what the money is for'
Phillips

-

the

I am curious, I had people reach out on the frontage road is that the bad water?
Rob - yes, it was tested Monday, but it has a tint of brown to it. we tum it out and let it run
for a few weeks. It is clearer today than was Monday. Melling - it is not a small amount of
water, is there a way to put it in the stomr drain system to get to a gravel pit without spending
millions? Ryan - that water should perk down. Rob - it runs down the road 80 yards and
then into a siorm drain under I-15. Paul - for a storm drain it would go to the north.
Naturally it runs south, you would have to pipe, and it is for 2 weeks. Ryan - we have that
with all tur tanks? Meliing-yes to get itto some recharge, even if wedon't get credit from
the State. I saw staff flushing hydrants and it goes into the irrigation which is good. Paul - if
you reroute north it woutd have to go through Cross Hollows and it won't make it out of the
pond. you will get recharge rhar way or the way it is running on Middleton property. Rob when they get th; Racetrack subdivision done it will hook on there. When they get it hooked
in it will be tumed out there and people won't see it. It will go into a creek. We have 5-6
houses in Hamilton Fort hooked into that. Once the new subdivision is done' we will tum it
out in the foothills. Melling - we want it back into the ground. Melling - the retention on
that project will be there? Jonathan - it rvill be to the rvest' Phillips - the Govemor's
conflrence tast night Cedar City was mentioncd for our recharge efforts. Melling - with any
tank if there is a feasible or low cost to get it into the storm drain it would be good'

Melling

-
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COLLECTIONS: R yan - continue with Exhibit "A". We contract with Enoch and the
County for sewer processing, the County is by connection, they charge and reimburse. For
Enoch it is a meter system. Prevention is the name of the game with collection systems. The
truck has been a huge bonus. Melling - are the areas redoing are we augmenting? Eric they are low florv lines, and it is more than adequate. Ryan there is not a lot of build out on
the east side, it is more the other direction. Melling - with zoning we may see older
properties tum into a 2 or 4 plex. Eric - we look at velocity, it is a lot higher on the east side,
they should be fine.
operation you don't see many changes. Capital projects, most of them were funded,
it is Hunter Glen to help remove the lifl station. I know the concem is
building the reserves. We could probably go another year. We will request probably to do
away with another lift station, when Eagle Ridge puts theirs under the freeway, it wilt cost
about the same amount. We were hoping to do one this year and one next. Phillips - the
number I priority was not funded, is that a problem? Ryan - #2 is upsizing, the $500,000
replacement, the reason the Hunter Clen is because it eliminates lift stations because ofthe
cost to run and the risk of backup and the monitoring and maintaining, that is why it got the
#l priority. Can we wait another year, yes, we can. Eric - high density building, the purnps
are sized for the flow, but the capacity is not, so the pumps are on and offa lot. Paul - do you
have strong feelings either way? Phillips - if we have another one next year. Melling - of
all the bad things to happen, we don't want deficiencies on this. Isom - I hate to postpone
the inevitable. Eric - they are ticking time bombs. Phillips - would it replace something
else, would you not do something? Paul - it would reduce the fund balance. Jason - that is
$2.2 million. Ryan - we will look at that. I am not sure if it got in the request, but I think it
would qualifo for impact fees. Jonathan - about 5200,000 can be used for impact fees. Jason
- I don't think you have those impact fees, I think they are committed. Paul - there is $2
million in the fund balance, $ 172,000 from impact fees. We will look at it. Isom - I think
rve are united in looking at doing this.
Ryan

-

one is not, and

TREATME,NT: Melli ng - how much effluent? Eric- influent is about 3, million, eflluent is
about 300 to 400 gallons more on the effluent
Ryan - continued with Exhibit "A". Right now, we are hauling the bio solids to the landfill,
and we are charged tbr that. It costs more in the winter because it is wet. In this year's
budget we budgeted a truck and trailer to haul. We are looking at future uses if someone gets
certified with the state, they can use the bio solids. Isom - we can't let people take it? Ryan
- it has to be classified and there is a lot ofliability. If someone gets certified and take the
liability they can take it, there are larmers and turf farms looking at it. They rvere 6 months
cleaning out the plant from the flooding. Ryan - on hooking on to the CICWCD line, they
want us to transfer water rights. Melling - you have to supply rights. Hartley - is it just
redundancy. Paul - we are stuck, we are not able to get rid of water rights. Melling - in their
water service agreement they say they are supplying water through our system, but it is your
rights. Mayor - how much rvater? Eric - come of the processes within the plant, about
20,000 gallons a day. Mayor it is about 22-acre feel of water a year. Melling - we are a
govemment entity; we could have an agreement. Whatever water metered the District has to
show they have the water on the books. If it is water we have in our portfolio, and they only
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we have a wcll, we could use the same water rights if our well went down
and we had to use their water. Melling - that is about $350,000 we would charge a
developer. Ryan - there is also a right-of-way issue for that line'

deliver. Paul

-

we have small increases on operational. Phillips - there was a request for more
Inon"y on building and grounds maintenance, what was that? Ryan - we asked for money to
asphait, that *u. tik"n out since it is not an ongoing cost. Capital projects. Phillips -.what
pump
is a scre* press for a million dollars? Eric - we pump to a tank and separate water and
water
out
into a press, it tums really slow, it has a screen, as the auger tums it separates the
had
the screen and pushes the solids. This is for an additional press. Ryan - we have only
also
get behind. It
one, we are asking to put the second one in, if the one goes down they
Ryan

-

adds capacity. Eric

- it reduces the run time'

soLID WASTE: Ryan - continued Exhibit "A". with the cost of trucks going up, in a few
I*.'*"*irrr,u'"toaddanotherroute,truckanddriver,sowewanttoincreasethefeetowe

tover the costs when that occurs. Jason - we want to see how you feel about it. Paul don't have a number yet. Jason - we are raising the water rates, the solid waste we want to
raise, because of the itorm drain issue. We fee'l we need to double what we charge in the
storm drain. We have a lot of projects that need to be done on storm drain. Paul - if you are
a business with a lot of asphalt you get charged mole than a resident. Riddle - ifyou collect
your garbage for a month, bag it and take it to thc dump and come back you will spend more.
ifyo, ngui" what it would cost you to take the garbage to the dump, it is more than ifyou
raise the fee to $12.00. The city can't subsidize everything. Phillips - if I do the minimum
my bill is $54 a month and it will go to $64 a month. Ryan - we looked if we added another
route and divided it by the number of cans we serve, and it is looking like about $7.74. We
are looking at s2.00 on top ofthe $8.00 to maintain the service and add another route. Jason
if we raiie stomr drain and solid $'aste. Phillips -- we can justifo the storm drain with what
happened last year. Melling - I would rather charge the fees where they are needed than do a
tui in"."u.". If there is one reglet I have, we did a good thing with the water rate structure, I
wonder if 4 years was too long to phase it in, but it will hit some people hard. Does that
cover the cost of fuel? Ryan - yes, wc used what we are paying now. If that goes down, we
will have extra. Jason - we have all trucks on a 5-year rotation and it will also cover a driver'
If we wait 2 years to buy a truck it rvould give us the money to purchase the truck. Mayor some cities do u on" side of the street pick up. Paul - we looked at that and we got a lot of
push back. Jeff- people don't want the neighbors garbage in front oftheir house' Ryan we have one-way itr"Lt. that we only pick up on one side and in cul-de-sac's we have them
bring to the neck ofthe road. Jeff- wehad someone layin front ofthe garbage can'
operational the expense is garbago cans' we run out the end of every year' With
growth and with replacement cans. llhe buys in bulk our shipping cost reduces quite a bit.
Faul - we have all seen prices of fuel go up. wc have different conversations with people to
see where it needs to go. Jeff s operations suck diesel fuel. We took the numbers from
March and based the budget fiom that. We will watch it the first 6 months and see where we
Ryan

are.

-
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what is the recycle budget? Ryan it is the binnie program, we will get rid of it.
Ryan - capital is another truck. this is one of the vehicles we went to a regular replacement
plan. Garbage trucks change so often that we put them on a s-year rotation. We got behind a
few years, I think this catches us up. Jeff- we are on a 6-year rotation. Phillips - what do
you do with the old trucks? Ryan - we have used the old ones to scab parts, but we will
auction them.

Phillips

-

STREET: Ryan - Exhibit "A" continued. We are on a 7-year rotation, and it extends the life
of the streets. We have a lot of lifted sidewalks in the older parts of town. We have a
contractor that comes and grinds. Once it is a certain height it is unsafe. Riddle between
the hontage you have the sidewalk and park strip, is that maintained by the city? Ryan - the
city owns the sidewalk. We partner with the homeowner; we will remove it and compact it
and they are responsible to pour the sidewalk. If it is a trip hazard, we will take care of it
ourselves, or if URMA does and inspection and requires us to replace it. We try and work
with the homeowners. The mow strips become issues with the trees, it is a case-by-case
basis. Melling - there was a mention last week about a sewer stub. A number of residents
feel the city should take care of the sidewalks, that would be a SID, what rvould that look
like? Paul - SID was an option, you identiry a geographic area, and go to each homeowner
and tell them the cost, they can pay lump sum or over l0 years and then the city puts it in and
collects. People lobbied the legislature about being forced into an SID. the legislature took
that tool away. I don't know a mechanism other that 10070 cooperation. Or we would do in
front of Mr. Riddle and Mr. Phillips, Mr. Isom and Mrs. Hartley's, and skip Melling's house.
It is a problem. Melling - could people opt in and pay for it could the city take care ol it?
Paul - I guess we could figure out a program. We are the worst collection agency, we are
firm the owner will pay and then when we have to initiate a collection, the owner comes in
here and we don't have a spine to collect.
Ryan - we budget $ 150,000 for sidewalks, that is a small amount. Melling
increase the allotrnent for sidewalks?

-

do we need to

Jeff-The Mayor puts it in the newsletter, and they have to schedule, we pull out the old
sidewalk and leave road base and the contractor compacts and puts it in the new sidewalk.
The insurance carrier wants more. Phillips - I walked on the east side, and it is a problem.

again. We do a blanket contract every year and
since it is so busy, they don't get our work done. I have had a tough time getting someone to
do it. I finally found someone, now there is a shortage of powder for concrete, and they are
competing with the bigger guys. We are in a really bad spot. Phillips - that is the
information we need to get out to the residents. Ryan - voluntary is one thing, but when we
have a water leak. they complain when we can't get it fixed. Melling - last fall I had a water
break and we waited on a contractor for a few months and then the city finally did it. Jeffmy concem is finding someone that can take that lcad. I had two jobs open in the street
department and I got 3 applicants. It used to be 40-50 applicants. Phillips - funding the
positions, will it help? Jeff - eventually. Most of the concrete crews are several people. We
will just be doing the little stuff. Paul - if it is one of Jonathan's projects, we will bid it out.
Phillips - could they do tree grates? Yes they could do that.

Jeff- our hope is to have a concrete crew
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where is area 6 & 7? Jeff- east of Main Street was last yezlr' alea 7 in Fiddlers to 200
North and Main Street. we are doing a new product in Fiddlers; it took the least amount of
work to prepare it. we put down a seal; it is a one step process. we will always have to
se;1. We will try the one step process. They take care of flyers, covering valves_ and
",ack
manholes. It is a little more money. The rock comes from wisconsin. ASI company has
in
researched and found the perfect charge and strength with the oil. They train car the rock
in
roads
The
big bags. We will still chip area 6. Especially on our hills they need chips.
fildtei ar" in pretty goodshape to try this on. Phillips - who determines where it is striped?
Ryan - any adjustminl to widih we restripe. Phillips - Active Transportation is finding
suitable areas for bike paths, and I want to coordinate.
Paul

-

we have a lot of areas where the sidewalk was undermined fiom the flood' we need to
fix those. we are making progress on all of the projects we have gotten behind on. In
operation there are some larger increases, chipping that is the increased cost. We asked for
$!0,000 mo.e in sidewalks that is to start up. We asked for two people, and we will still have
to pay a company to grind. Phillips why not the funding for the right merge on Kitty Hawk
and Bulldog? Ryan - it is budgeted. Paul the only one we did not fund is Kitty Hawk is
from Animal shelter to Airport Road. when the property develops the Iandowners can do
that. We will finish to the end of our property. Isotn - Westview Drive? Paul - we have
Ryan

-

spent a lot of time to get right-of-way on Westvicrv from County residents. We went to Reed
Erickson and said you need to get the righrof-way in the County, we will do the city portion.
Riddle - there was a county resident that went to the Govemor and asked about this issue.
Paul - we may have to press that agaitr at some point. Paul - you will notice a CAT 150
Grader and 308 rnidsize Excavator. JelT went to a CAT guy, and he said if you want to put
your name on it rve will hold it, if you don't get the money we will sell to someone else' Jeff
- one will be in Cedar tomorrow, and one is on a boat in the middle of the ocean. Riddle - I
had material that was supposed to be here in october, we had to put out an insurance claim.
We got a call Friday it was offloaded in San Francisco. Jeff - the Feds are taking a lot of the
equipment which hurts the people on commission. By doing it early we got better pricing. I
usually put in S I ,000 for outfitting the vchicle. This came in at $ 139,200 and I put more in.
The blade came in at 5325.890, we saved about $3 I ,000 by doing it early. Paul - we want to
have them on the agenda the same night you approve the budget and Jeffcan pick it up July
I . You will also see another $40,000 and add the laser leveling on the grader. I have been
using Jeffas an example to the others. hc saves money and then gets more. Jeff- our dump
truck we ordered a year ago is built and setting in El Paso, TX, it takes 6 weeks to fit it with a
bed. I have until next week to get it to Salt Lake. I have been all day trying to get it here.
We may have to send a guy to dnve it to Salt Lake. Our garbage truck we ordered a year ago
we got last week. Mayor - if you can buy a midsize excavator for S 140,000 that is good.
JeIT- it is govemment pricing. They also gave us a 5,000-hour power train and 2,000 hour
standard waranty.
we hired Horox Engineering to do an Engincering Study at Airport Road and Kitty
Hawk, Jonathan got it last week. their recommendation is put a traffic signal and two, if no
signal to put a 4-way stop. Bel\\'cen tcntative and final we are going to propose $350,000

Paul

-

and put in a signal.
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Hartley - Master Plan Road, what is that? Mayor - we are looking for opportunity to pick up
road pieces to connect roads. Behind the Forest Service on 100 East to connect to Fairway
Drive. the parking lot west on 2400 North between Clarks, property acquisition to make
some offers. Melling - master planned right of way? Yes. Mayor - next is Mellingville,
we don't get 2400, we will go for 3000. Paul - if we negotiate a purchase, we will bring it to
you. You are giving us the ability to buy road right ofway, but we should show you what we
are doing.

if

STOR-NI DRAIN: Ryan - Exhibit "A" continued. We have storm drain issues, so there has
been a lot of focus. Phillips - how is the underground detention working? Jeff- there was a
hiccup on the weir plate where we had to add 4" to the top, but other than that it worked
good. Melling - the sheer drop wouldn't have been the greatest without that. Ryan - it got
taxed during the tlood. It is a safer altemative for that area.
We had a reduction in professional service, not many changes in operational. We are asking
for additional personnel to help with some ofthese projects. Capital - we don't have a fund
built up to do a lot of projects. Interstate Drive was funded, it is already in progress. We will
do things with the $4 million, but regular ongoing projects we don't have a funding
mechanism, that is why the fee increase. Phillips - when will we get the storm drain master
plan? Jonathan -later in the year. Sunrise is focusing on the emergency projects. Ryan - the
reconstruction of the retention pond at the Golf Course is the old pond. It is a liability' It was
not funded; we will do some work there. Melling - is that the southemmost.
Hartley - on Interstate Drive, we had $ 160,000 and budgeted $20,000 more, does that not
complete the project. and we needed $245.000. That is a typo. Mayor - you are talking 54.00
for 10,000 meters, that is less than a million a year. Paul - you need to calculate if we
increase the fee on commercial as well as residential. Jason - it would double the fee, that is
$800,000 a year. Melling - in looking at our conservation tier, turf removal, it is not a great
thing, it could be that ifpeople switch to conservations, retaining more storm water on site it
would reduce the load. That could help with storm water as well. Phillips - if we are looking
at $2 million in requests this year, how do we fix a $25 million problem with $800,000 a
year? Melling - if we could phase increases. Phillips - that is huge. Melling - it may
require a $ 10 per house fee. Ryan - I think it is more than that. Jason - do you agree you
need $ l8 million in projects. If I asked you this a year ago you would have thought we were
nuts. Do you think you need the $ l6 million? As staff we are not sure you all agree' so what
we set the rate at? Phillips - is $2 million in capital needs each year? Paul - we need the
master plan. Mayor - we don't know without the master plan, there will be lots of
opportunities when we have it. We decidcd better now than latcr' Melling - lrorv much in
the plan is going to be required, ifyou go into LID policies, do we need all ofthat? Paulthe change to the engineering standards is a positive, but it doesn't impact anything already
built, we have to fund that. Melling - the other thing, I think development should cover the
cost of development, but does it help everyone. I don't know if the plan is projected needs
from development. Paul - everything we are looking at is the existing infrastrucrure like the
dams at Greens Lake or all the areas in the heart of the city that need infiastructure upgrade.
Everything we have seen in the first report is that is already in place. We will propose a rate
based on what we know, and we may have to come back a second time and make another
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proposal.
Melling
-Council

- it may be better to say this is it the fee we need to be at and then the

don't think you should sugar coat it.
Paul - we don't have a basis to make that larger proposal. We wanted to bring you what we
knew. We are unable to recommend funding on requests.
can decide how much we want to increase. I

all projects on this are in addition to the emergency funding. I think you will see this
y"u.. We are bringing in $800,000 we are using 5600,000 in operation and you have
"r"ry
with
SOOti,dOO to $700,000 in projects each year. Doubli,g the fee alone will help keep up
normal year to year stuff. Melling - Is the bulk of the work based on the 3-hour 24-hour
event? Jonathan - that is part, but also deficiencics. Phillips - we can do the $3.50 for now,
but until we have justification, we can't do more. Mayor - you saw how fast we can spend
$4 million. I agree we need the study; it could be 6 months to get the study and 6 more
months for us to study it. We are figuring ways to get things done. Melling - even $20 a
month is a lot less than flood insurance. Mayor - I think it needs to be aggressive, it will be
in the end, or you bond. If we need to do $5, 56 or $10 million, where will you get it. Riddle
- we have sympathy because of what we had last year. Melling - there is a huge cultural
shift also, spring runoffwas part of living in an ag community' We don't have the same
attitude anymore, people live in their basements, they are expensive to fix' Mayor - back in
the 60's when it happened, they built the dikes, and it was a massive expense, now we need
to rcbuild them. Phillips - we recognizc we necd to make adjustments.
Ryan

-

Exhibit "A" continued. No public transit is self-sustaining; it is subsidized
heavily through federal funds. Any capital they pay 80% we pay 20Yo. Fares are $ 1 .50 one
way and dial a ride is $2.

Q!IS:

Ryan

-

We finished the fleet building, a lot was based on CATS, they subsidized over % million in
funding. Phillips - when is the last time we raiscd the rates? Ryan - before I was here.
Phillips - we need to look at that. Ryan - you are serving a population that can't absorb the
increase. Most systems are fiee. Phillips -do rve get subsidy from the State? Ryan-no.
Jason - it is a pass through from the feds through the state to us. Ryan - if you build it
correctly it will be used more efficiently. That is how it evolved in St. George, they put the
money in it to do the routes correctly. The University is looking to partner. Paul - Also the
Local Iron County Homeless Coalition would like to partner. It would be good to have Ryan
work with the groups and get their f'ccdback. Melling - increased ridership, if we can get the
cost below S28 per ride would be huge. Ryan - there is a State funding mechanism that is a
tax, there are options for the cities, ntost up north do that. In a rural areas you can divert a lot
to streets. Paul - UDOT is offering funding to expand public transit. Ryan - if we want to
adjust that we can look at cost. It is a federally funded program, there is a lot of money
through CARES where it will be funded 3-4 years, 2070 operational, we can put money away
for our local match. Wc didn't ask for increases. Phillips - the same for gas and oil? Ryan
that should have been adjusted. Jason - we will adjust ifneeded, but we had adequate
funding. We will get a new bus. 80o/o to 100-0z6 funded. The program at the state has it in to
be funded.

-

Hartley - salaries and wages went up a lot, why? Ryan *they were lower, so it had to be
increased to bring it up to the $ 12 per hour.
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FLEET: Ryan Exhibit "A" continued. They are the workhorse and don't ask tbr much.
Operational minimal and no capital. They are gratelul for the new building.
PUBLIC WORKS FACILITIES/ADIIIN: R yan Exhibit "A" continued. This is the
support staff, Ryan, Kathy and Blue Stakes. Kathy does a lot ofwork throughout the
departments. Eric does blue stakes. We consolidated that into one person 2 years ago
instead of having each department go out to the same location. Phillips - what is SCADA?
Ryan - it is the monitoring system on the lift stations and water tanks; iithere are problems it
notifies staff. Paul - if a tank is overflowing it sends an email to slow the flow. We have
some leaks in the roof and some HVAC issues. We will try to also refurbish the front of the
building. Mayor - look at the Codale on 200 West that is a lot of the same building that has
been refurbished. It is relatively inexpensive. It gives the building a new life. Stn:cturally
the old buildings last forever.

Phillips - a few years ago there was a need for more property, is there any property in
proximity we should be looking at? Ryan - quite a few years ago the property where
Chrysalis is, the council didn't move on it. and it was sold. We have looked at property
behind us and because of COVID we held offand Reel Line Steel purchased it. I was
working with Dan Roberts, and they came with an offer they couldn't refuse. There is
property to the north that is not fbr sale. Riddle - Roger Murie owns that, and I don't see it
being sold. Phillips - it will just get more expensive, not less. Ryan - some divisions have
looked at moving off site. There is some property where the MTI lift station is and we own
that, that could be for sewer collections. That is an option if we can't expand. Phillips - you
buy more garbage trucks; have more cans it fills up.

ENGINEERING: Jonathan Stathis, City Engineer - we don't have a lot, only a few items in
operating. Street light connections, Rocky Mountain Power would like the city to start
paying for street ligh t connections. Paul - they said we have been cheating for 40+ years and

they don't want us to cheat anymore. Jonathan - the developer ins talls streetlights, but the
power company has to make the connections. We would like to fro nt the money and then
charge the developer that fee. Paul - in order to get the streetlights on the billing system,
they want to bill the customer. Melling - that is the fair way to allocate. Jonathan - $ 10,00
in professional and technical services. We want money in case we ha ve items out of our
realm of expertise. We had the transportation and general plans in th e past budgets, so the
budget did iome down. More for computer and technical services. We have software that we
n""d to reo"* each year. All reviews are done digitally and that is a fee. we have increase
in temporary wages. Trevor McDonald is still on payroll as part-time employee. He created
share point software. We are transitioning away to My City Inspector. Melling - does the
county use it? Paul - the building department uses it. Jonathan - we want a little money
while we make the transition.
Capital - there was one item funded, I don't think we will need it now since going to My
City Inspector, it has already been paid for. Phillips what about a computer, it is essential
in your department. Jonathan - we were requesting additional employees; they were not
funded. We may have some excess money in this budget to buy a few computers. Isom

-
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back to personnel, you are busy, do we have enough? Jonathan - my only concem is we are
doing the best we can, to give the level of service demanded by the public. It is hard to keep
up. How long wilt this last, who knows. We are seeing incredible growth right now.
Phillips - how many services are we going out? Jonathan - we did the capital projects.
Mayor - State Bank was doing 60 loans a month, April they did 13. We conhacted
everything out that was on the docket, and we got two employees. I think it is a good time to
work into the new people and see where it goes. Melling - it seems since Califomia and
Vegas opened up the move ins have slowed down. We have subdivisions approved that will
tum into building inspections. If thc market heats up in the next couple of months, I would
want you to come back. Jonathan - it hasn't hit us yet, but it will. Melling - I don't want to
overstaff and cut later. Mayor - with interest rates raising it will drop off for younger buyers
Phillips - we know you are here late at night and back at 8:00 a.m. we notice that. Jonathan
- I appreciate your support. We have young staffthat is leaming.

ADJOURN: Councilmember Phillips moved to adjoum at 5:05 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Isom; vote unanimous.
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AIRPORT
D Statstics

r

Main Runway 2/20 = 8,653 Feet x 150 Feet

D

Crosswind Runway 8/26 = 4.822 Feet 2 6 Feet

-

3 Taxiways, 6 Taxiway Connectors, 2 Taxi Lanes, 3 Airport Ramps

6 |/2 miles of p€rimeter fence

D

Essential Air Service

-

12,0908 enplanements in 2021

-

Slq/Wesl

-

14 11i9hts out of the airport per week

2

1

s/t3/2022

TOTAL ENPLANEMENTS

2003 - 2022

A

?

I

i

/

d

/

d. d.. +'d

o,' rs ,,". p. ,l! d. d," dt re. dt

3

NOTABLE IMPROVEMENTS
-

Updated Terminal Interior

D

Updated Signaqe

4

2

s/L3/2022

D

NOTABLE UPCOMING PROJECTS
-

Terminal Expansion

D

D

-

3 Possible Designs

Pavement
Lights
Full Scale Mock Disaster Drill

5

WATER
StaUstics

D
D

9401 waGr Connections

-

3 Springs Syster6: Cedar Canyon; ShurE Canyon; Qulchapa Gnyon

an

Cedar Gty

242.2 Mlles of ftpeline

11 storage TanlG

v/ib

a

Gpadty of 19,602,284 gallons

L.ke at the Hills has a Gpaclty of 32.2 Milllon Gallons for Inigaton
llllon Gallons for IniqEtioo
Gof Course Pood has a Gpadty of

1

8 Cullnary Wells
Water Resbictron

-

tlardakry

. lrid.tqE in 2021 = 251
- vl,lciGbd.t in 2022 - 37

6

3
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NOTABLE ACCOM PLTSH M ENTS
D

Woter Line Woshed Out by Floods ot the Fork of Highwoy I 4 ond Cedor

Conyon Rood - 250 Feet of Pipe

I

7

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

Rodeo Grou^.rs

Brrgen well

-

Woler Tonk Deiign & Build

-

Ceclor Conyon Woler Tonk
- Ercine€ring Cotroct Approved

-

1700 Wesl

-

5m Weat V,/oterline Replocemeni
- ln D69n w h atpho tngineen.g: oul to Bd
Woler Mo5lea Plon

-

I

-

-

PROCESS

Ground woier Exptorotion Projecl - Terl we

-

\

IN

woiling tor Eosemeni lrom Ambiuslef propedy
LGr

week

Wo.*ing ori Dejigh

Woledne Loop/Reptocement
Snl wort'ng o. OblonF; Rigrt-ot-woys

l^ ttocess

-

Oone

tv the

End or

E^d of Moy 2oz2

tie yeo

Willow Slicks Woter Explorotion
Expond Woler Copocity

-

New Wore. ronr

8
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WASTEWATE R CO LLECTIO NS
Statistics

-

Total Population Served: 45,150
9.005 Artive Sewer Connectrons in Cedar City

722 Residential and 4 Commercial Connection in lron County
Over 250 Miles of S€wer Une
Over 4,000 sew€r Manholes
5 Active Lift Surtions

Enployee Certilcition i

-

Randy Oole

D

Lawreme Refiber

-

Shy'6 nember - Collections Grad€ II

- Cdl€dins

Ky50r' 8€nson

-

-

G.a(b rv; Tr€aunent G.ade

Collections G6de

oercL van BatEn

-

I

Co[adions Grdde IV

lI

cofl€.toos Grade

Il

9

NOTABLE ACCOM PLISH MENTS
-

10

Received New Camera Truck

s/73/2022

IN

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
D
D
D
\

Line Cleaning and Videoing in Maintenance Area 3

Cross Hollow Leigh Hill

Continue Replacement of OId Infrastructure

Iron West Lift Station

-

=

PROCESS

Waiting for Burgess to Finish $re Uft Station in Their Subdivision

Slip Lining

-

Working on an RFP to be put out by May 15, 2022

11

WASTEWATER TREATMENT
St tistics
- Anoualhlt eot = r,08q625,2n clltu16
lnn*nt = 2,983,:159 @bns
- D6ily
^!s_qE
- ftldu(ed r,299 DMI (Dry r,l€lrt ldls) ot Ui.bssfed Bbsdlrs h ZO21
- EmploY€ec.rtif6to.r:
' Er 30.8 - TEdEnt Grare ry, CdlerorB G.a(b Iv
r lefi lsf,Ei - r€r!ruft Gr.d. lll: cofie60.E Ga.le I
- lar.srnr'l- L.b t rd
- lddan ldr€y - rrlrund't Grd& I
- Joth GL!6 - T,alir€nt G.ade u; cdl€dio.rs Gdle !
- a.ih l.lrkty - TE nMt Grade I
- ledd Bdro - Tdrndlt O-d& I
slly - T.!.d6r G.dde I
'tte
- xun n ffrdd - FocL.thoa
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NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
D

l,assed State Compliance Evaluation Inspection with No Corrective Actions or
Deficiencies

D

Performed On-Site Inspections for all 17 Permitted Indusuies and Quafterly
Inspection of all Food Establishments, Automotive Shops, Car Washes and Dental

ffices

D

Zero Exceedances or Eypasses in 2021
Permit

-

Maintained compliance with UPDES

-

Completed Construction of 3d Final Clarifier

D

Flood Event

13

NOTABLE UPCOMING PROJECTS
-

Water Line from C-entral iron County Conservancy District to Plant

-

working on Obtaining right-of-Ways
Water Right TBnsfer to Central lron County water Conservancy Distsid

Screw Press

-

Added Redundancy and crpacity

74

7

s/73/2022

SOLID WASTE
D

I

I

Statistica

-

A Total

D

9,895 Cans Picked Up the l-ast Week of April 2022

of 11,1,14 Trash Cans in Servrce in Cedar City (# Billed)

\I
!

\
I
I

15

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

PROCESS

Growth

D

IN

went from 3 Trucks to 4 Trucks
Anticipate Adding Anothcr Truct and Route

w fiin the Next

2 yea6

New Fee Proposal

\
t

16

8

s11,312022

STREETS
-

I

Statistics

-

\

161.5 Miles of Paved Roadway; 9.5 Miles other

252.2 Miles of Sidewalk

17

NOTABLE ACCOM PLISH
-

M ENTS

Flood Event

D

Interruption of Annual Street Maintenance

-

2022

-

Street Maintenance in Area 7 and Gtchup Area 6

I

18

9
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PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

D

\

D

-

Project in Design; llid in 2 Weeks

1100 West 200

-

400 North Rebuild

Proiect out for Bid; Due l'4ay 20, 2022

Kitty HawlvAnimal Shelter Improvements

-

Watson Working on Design
Project Will be Done In'House

895 South & lo€ Thurston Way

-

Blanket Contracts Non-Responsive
Budget for our own Sidewalk Gew

1500 North & Lund Highway Intersection

-

PROCESS

Sidewalk Repair Conccrn

-

IN

Proiect out for Bid; Due May 20, 2022

Lund Highway Widening U-55- 2400 Nofth

-

Proiect in Oesign; Bid rn 2 Weeks

19

STORM DRAIN
-

Statistics
15 Retention Basins

50 Miles of Storm Drain Pipeline

I

20

10

slt3l2022

NOTABLE ACCOM PLISH
D

ENTS

Flood Event

D

D

M

Received Over $4 Million Mitigation Funds

Sunset Canyon Detention

I

21,

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

Storm Drain Channel

D

D

-

IN

PROCESS

Eagle Ridge Loop

Letter Sent out No$rying Property Owners

Flood Issues

D

Emergency Storm Drain Projects

22

TI
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CEDAR AREA TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
CATS

-

Statistics

-

Operates Monday - Friday 7:00 AM
(Exduding Holidays)

r
-

30 Stops on the Fixed Route

-

5:00 PM; Saturdays 10:00 AM

-

4:15 PM

Dial-A-Ride (lbrdb-ansit) Operates Thmughout the Oty Limits
Federally Funded Through FfA 5311 Program
Bus Fare (Ofle Way) $1.50

Dial-A'Ride Fare (One Way) 92.00
3o-Ride, Day Pass & Monthly ShJdent Pass Available
Combined Ridership for 2021

=

15,660

23

COMBINED RIDERSHIP 2O2L.2O22

"

,J

.,.,-."'

""!

*rF

*{
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NOTABLE ACCOM PLISH
-

M

ENTS

New Fleet/CATS Building

D
D

Cats Portion $522906.00
Provides an Area for CATS for Store and Have Their Equipment Maintained

\

25

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

IN

PROCESS

A Lot of Interest Currently for the Expansion of CATS

i
I

26
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FLEET
D Statistics

-

lYaintains 350+ City Vehicles and Equipment

478 PM's (Pre\€ntabve Maintenance) in 2021
$798,982.65 in Parts Went Through the Warehouse in 2021

27

NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
-

New Fleet/CATS Building

D

20.000 Square Feet of Buitding

D
D

10 Bays

-

tndudes 4,000 &uare Feet of tt/arehouse

10,000

&uare Fect of Shop Space

28

74

sh3/2022

PROJECTS CURRENTLY
-

IN

PROCESS

Continued Maintenance and Preventative Maintenance of City Vehicles and
Equipment

I

29

PUBLTC WORKS
FACI LITI ES/ ADMIN ISTRATION
- Stafstics
- public works Yard at 716 North Airport Road, Houses the watet, wastewatet Colleclions,
Eeet, CATS and Streevsolid Wde/Storm Drain Divisions

D

Supports all Divisions Within Ure Public Works Department

-

Oversees all Aspects of Fubllc Works

-

B'.rdgeB. Irlspcditrs, r"l€e6Bs

Monthly, Quarte.ly and Annual ReporG
2,236 work Orders in 2021
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Blue

Stak6 in 2021

1,585 stseedights in Cedar GtY
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s/1.3/2022

NOTABLE ACCOM PLISH M E NTS

\

D

Construction of New FIeet/CATS Building

-

Back-Up Server for Computer System

D

SCADA Systems

'

Pavement
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PROJECTS CURRENTLY
D

IN

PROCESS

Support and l4aintain all Public Works Euildings

-

Returbish Omce Building
Enclose Storage Eays

Continue with Asphalt l"laintenance
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